
It’s a premium grade Emulsion suitable for
interior and exterior use. It is applied directly
to such surfaces as new plaster, soft boards

with a coat of Undercoat for ultimate results.

Aura Vinyl Matt is recoatable on an average 
of 3-4 hours. All application of our high quality
paints can be done by a roller,brushes or

impenetrable surfaces should be prepared
and cement masonry walls. Hard and

spray machine.

produces lighter plaster and smoother finish.

pattern depth.

enhanced with a lighter micro-filler that
It is a polymer based wall coating. It is

It is manufactured in a variety of colours. The 
product can be produced in different sizes of 
gritts (1mm,2mm,3mm) to provide the desired

www.aurapaints.co.ke

info@aurapaints.co.ke | elitefields@gmail.com

+254 41 224 202 2 | +254 725 117 180

Naivasha Depot: Petda Guest House, 
KWFT Bank Building near Telkom Offices
Tel: 0723 849 325 / 0728 332 820

Factory: Industrial Area, Road A, 
Off Enterprise Rd, Alizeti Crescent
P.O Box 124404-00100 Nairobi, Kenya

Vinyl Matt Emulsion Wallmaster
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excellent Undercoat of CoverMatt Plus 
Emulsion is  required for ultimate results. 
For pplication use brushes, rollers or spray
machine

Prior to application of Silk Vinyl, an

washable silk sheen finish, fast drying,

A premium quality silk emulsion for interior
use for walls and ceilings. It provides a

excellent colour retention and opacity.

High quality Alkyd gloss paint for best 
colour retention and durability. 
Manufactured for interior and exterior 
surfaces.

12-16 hours.
Enamel. It is recoatable on an average of
application before applying Super Gloss
All surfaces should have an undercoat

with an average of recoat time of 6 hours.
For ultimate result, apply 3 coats on timber

Formulated to give a hard clear high gloss 
on timber floor, hardboard, chipboard 
and furniture. It as well preserves and 
enhance the beauty of furniture.

It is a specially formulated cement-based
polymer modified tile adhesive with 
improved workability, increased bond 
strength and extended coverage.

Perfect for use in extreme applications 
where tiling is subject to moisture, 
chemical attacks or frequent heavy 
traffic, swimming pools etc.

It is a cellulose-based filler for filling cracks 
in plastered and wooden walls. It gives a 
smooth and even finishing before paint 
work is done.

weather conditions, Lifetime Limited

ultimate performance for rich, full color 
and unprecedented durability.

Outstanding durability against the harshest

Warranty, Superior adhesion,Self-priming in
most situations

It’s a special Exterior paint with exclusive
Color Lock technology that provides the

Super Gloss

Wood Varnish

Tile Adhesive

Gypsum Skimming FillerWeather Guard Paint


